
The 11 Core Layouts for Moving
Company Websites

The moving industry can be really competitive, especially if you're just starting out.
These are the core pages moving companies should have on their website in order
to stand out to customers.

 The Homepage
Your homepage is the 'front door' of your website. It should not be designed to leave
customers there, but rather lead them deeper into the website, based on where they
need or want to go.

 The About Page
One of the most visited pages on any small business website. This is where
customers learn who you are, what you're about, and vet you for values. As a moving
company, you should also include information about background-checking
employees and your licensing information.

 The Contact Page
People don't fill out forms online as often as they used to. It's one of the reasons we
recommend live chat on all websites. However, the contact page should also include
ways to get ahold of you and, potentially, a Google map with your locations served.
Include any licenses and DOT numbers here, too.

 Service Pages
These pages highlight what it is you do and provide helpful information to
prospective customers about how those services solve their problems. For most
moving companies, this includes:

Local moves
Long-distance moves
Labor-only moves
Packing
Storage



 Service Index
Like the "blog index" above, this page lists all of your services and links to the
individual service pages. Generally, this page will have 2-3 sentence ledes for each
service, designed to get visitors to click into the right service page for them.

 Blog Pages
Blogging is one of the most important things you can do as a small business. You not
only demonstrate authority, but your blog helps build rapport with customers,
demonstrates truthworthiness, and is one of the most important contributors to
organic search.

 Blog Index
The blog index showcases all of your blogs. Typically, it is organized with the newest
posts first.

 The Free Quote Page
Nearly all movers provide free quotes with varying degrees of information on the
quote form (eg., number of bedrooms, moving to/from information, etc.). In most
cases, this will be an embedded form and sufficiently long to warrant its only page.

 Appointment Booking Page
Do you want prospects to be able to book appointments online, easily? Use this page
for that purpose.

 The Team Pages
This page highlights the members of your team and should include photos of people
on-the-job, as well as verbiage about how the team is background-checked and
trained for quality.

 The Careers Page
Most moving companies are constantly looking for help. A careers page with a basic
form or connectivity to your Applicant Tracking System is a good page to include if
you're hiring.



Is it time for a
Super Site?
Ready to take your moving website to the
next level quickly and affordably? Talk to a
Pro to learn how!


